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STOVIL OSMOS

DESCRIPTION Concentrated alkaline automatic dishwashing liquid - for osmotised water

SPECIFICATIONS Detergent: easily removes grease and food residue
Sequestering action: prevents formation of streaks and limescale on dishes and in the 
machine 
Shines steel: gleaming pots and pans without streaks or water spots
Active Protection: prevents formation of limescale in the dishwasher Easily-rinsed foam-free 
product

HOW TO USE AND DOSING The product is dosed using Italchimica automatic dosing equipment, or combined with dosing 
systems integrated into the machine where present. Set the doser to 1-3 ml/L according to 
degree of soil and water hardness. The recommended dose refers to product use in optimal 
conditions. Consult with Sanitec Service technical support for advice on dosing adjustment.

SPECIFICATION Appearance: Transparent yellow liquid
pH: 13.5 +/- 0.5
Specific weight [g/ml]: 1.170 +/- 0.020

The data given above are typical manufacturing values and not a specification.

PRODUCT COMPATIBILITY Following recommended use methods it can be used on all materials commonly found in 
kitchens/used to manufacture various utensils. If in doubt, test material compatibility on a 
small concealed part before use.

USE & STORAGE 
PRECAUTIONS

The product is formulated for professional use only. Store in original containers. Avoid 
extreme temperatures. Consult safety sheet for further information on use and disposal.

CERTIFICATIONS/
CONFORMITY

The product does not contain surfactants

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION Consult safety sheet for further information on product ingredients.
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N CODE 1180 EAN 8054633838693
Pcs x Box 2 Volume L 5 Fl. Oz. 169,07
Box x Layer 18 Peso Kg 5,85 Oz. 206,35
Box x Pit 72
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